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Abstract: Inter alia, inter-annual and spatial variability of climate, particularly rainfall, shall trigger
frequent floods and droughts in Pakistan. Subsequently, a higher proportion of the country’s popu-
lation will be exposed to water-related challenges. This study analyzes and projects the long-term
spatio-temporal changes in precipitation using the data from 2005 to 2099 across two large river
basins of Pakistan. The plausible precipitation data to detect the projected trends seems inevitable to
study the future water resources in the region. For, policy decisions taken in the wake of such studies
can be instrumental in mitigating climate change impacts and shape water management strategies.
Outputs of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) climate models for the two forcing
scenarios of RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 have been used for the synthesis of projected precipitation data.
The projected precipitation data have been synthesized in three steps (1) dividing the area in different
climate zones based on the similar precipitation statistics (2) selection of climate models in each
climate zone in a way to shrink the ensemble to a few representative members, conserving the model
spread and accounting for model similarity in a baseline period of 1971–2004 and the projected period
of 2005–2099 and (3) combining the selected model’s data in mean and median combinations. The
future precipitation trends were detected and quantified, for the set of four scenarios. The spatial
distribution of the precipitation trends was mapped for better understanding. All the scenarios
produced consistent increasing or decreasing trends. Significant declining trends were projected in
the warm wet season at 0.05% significance level and the increasing trends were projected in cold
dry, cold wet and warm dry seasons. Framework developed to project climate change trends during
the study can be replicated for any other area. The study therefore can be of interest for researchers
working on climate impact modeling.

Keywords: climate change; climate model selection; spatiotemporal prediction; precipitation trends

1. Introduction

Pakistan underwent recurring flooding during 1988, 1992, 2010, 2013, and 2014 in the
Upper Catchments of Indus, Jhelum, and Chenab Rivers. Intense and devastating floods
that increase fatalities and massive infrastructural damage have become somewhat annual
routine in the country. Especially, heavy monsoon rains that hit the country from July to
September due to the varying meteorological situations are major contributors to extreme
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monsoonal flooding [1,2]. Therefore, flood disaster mitigation and hazard management
have become the point of concern for all stakeholders.

The intensity, variability, and frequency of temperature, floods, droughts, cyclones, and
precipitation may exhibit substantial variations, thus presenting evidence of the impacts of
climate change in Pakistan [3]. Northern Pakistan is the junction of three world-renowned
mountain ranges known as the Karakoram, the Himalayas, and the Hindukush, producing
the third largest mass of ice after the Polar Regions, located in the northern hemisphere.
Westerly waves and Monsoon lows from the Mediterranean Sea, seasonal lows from the
Arabian Sea, and depression caused by low pressures from the Bay of Bengal impact
Pakistan [4]. The widespread perception is that this trend is part of a larger climate change
phenomenon that has accelerated the hydrological cycle.

The climatic variability as a result of natural mechanisms of oceans, atmosphere, land
surface, and anthropogenic forces is simulated by Global Circulation Models, commonly
known as GCMs. These are the multi-dimensional numerical models, which follow the law
of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, representing the climate system. GCMs
include numerous parameters related to atmospheric circulations, feedback mechanisms,
moisture and wind fluxes, earth’s rotational effects, and thermodynamics. Each model
tends to simulate some aspects of the climate system well and some others not so well,
leading to overestimation or underestimation of climate variables [5]. Therefore, these
factors lead to different outputs for different GCMs with the same forcing scenarios for
future projections [6–10]. The research question of the present study is how to use a variety
of GCMs’ outcomes to obtain plausible meteorological inputs for the climate change impact
modeling for the study area, having spatiotemporal heterogeneous climate.

Many studies have consistently demonstrated that the selection of GCMs, for assess-
ing climate change impacts, is the main contributor to uncertainty in the assessments
of hydrological response to climate change. This has been proved by quantifying and
comparing the uncertainties originating from different sources such as inherent errors in
GCMs, forcing scenarios, downscaling and bias correction techniques, and hydrological
models’ parameters [11]. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [12] has pro-
posed several GCM selection criteria such as using the latest version of GCMs’ simulations,
GCMs’ with high temporal and spatial resolution, GCMs’ producing high end and low-end
climate signals [13,14], commonly known as an envelope-based selection method, or GCMs
presenting realism of historical/baseline simulations [15,16].

The lack of realism of baseline simulations of some models cannot be linked with the
plausibility of model projections. The correlation between past performance and future
prediction is very weak; it means that model performance based on the historical period
data may not be valid in an uncertain future climate [17–19]. It is necessary to consider the
non-negligible probability of all the projections to use for future climate change detection,
decision making, and planning [19]. Thus, the use of a multi-model ensemble (MME) is
advocated and recommended over an individual model to synthesize the meteorological
inputs for the climate change impact studies [20,21]. They should be synthesized, in a
way to represent the full range of climate variability signals, from the available GCMs, for
plausible future climate projections [22]. The subjective approach of past performance-
based selection should only be used when severely unrealistic models that are not reliable
for the future prediction have to be removed [14]. To attain unbiased distribution of the
projected climate data, the selection of the GCMs in an ensemble should be in such a
manner that they are not interdependent/correlated to each other. The correlated models
gain too much weight in the larger MME [18]. The high correlation between the GCMs
in the MME is responsible for the biases in the assessment of climate change impacts. It
is imperative to provide the solution of biases of large MME by reducing its size using
a smaller number of climate models with minimum loss of information. Effective small
sub-ensembles are developed from an ensemble with a large number of models having
more extensive dependencies on each other [23,24].
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It is usual in the climate research community to compare or assess the spatial areal
average of the climate data for selecting GCMs using any of the three methods of past
performance, envelope-based approaches, and hybrid method [13,16]. This spatial average
may not represent the local variances in spatial and temporal climate characteristics. Thus,
strong consideration of this variation in spatial climatic conditions is required for the
plausible ecological projections. To continue with the selection of a GCM for climate
change impact studies, the area should be considered climatically homogeneous. The
formation of homogeneous climatic zones [25] allows for a better understanding of the
complex spatiotemporal variability of precipitation across an area. These climate zones
are delineated using the spatial similarity/homogeneity of the precipitation statistics in an
area using the dense data network.

Precipitation being the most provocative variable in terms of climate change impacts,
studies have been conducted to estimate precipitation trends in various parts of Pakistan
using best performing GCMs [26], single or two GCMs [27–29], hierarchical Bayesian Spatio-
temporal methods [30], projections of trend line [31], artificial neural network (ANN) and
Support vector regression (SVM) models [32]. Our confidence deficit in discounting any
projections with a lack of realism of baseline simulations leads to the application of a novel
framework of climate model selection. This framework focuses on (1) the delineation of
the sub-regions having the stations with similar precipitation characteristics named as
climate zone (2) selection of the climate models, based on climate signals spread in each
climate zone for the possible future bandwidth of the climate change trends (3) combining
the range of precipitation projections outcomes from the selected models for two climate
forcing scenarios of RCP4.5 and RCP 8.5 (4) precipitation change trend detection. The
selection of GCMs, from the large MME, was carried out by the formation of clusters of
correlated GCMs and selecting the high and low-end producers of climate signals in each
cluster in a climate zone. Therefore, a smaller MME of GCMs was formed with the larger
ensemble characteristics. The daily data of the member GCMs of each MME were then
combined in two ways: mean and median to investigate the future climate trend [33]. We
intended to combine information from the GCMs to provide a set of scenarios for the study
area that represent the uncertainty range in a credible manner. The precipitation trends
were then detected for all those scenarios. The study also highlights the significance of
machine learning clustering algorithms of supervised learning, for the pattern detection
and grouping of long-term climate data of high temporal scale in a large study area.
Subsequently, the research community is prompted to develop a framework that could
analyze and predict the impacts of climate change and augment the decision support
systems for a sustainable future. Moreover, the recurring demand for such research has also
increased among policy-making circles and public pressure groups. Challenges such as
food shortage and shelter insecurities are closely knitted with environmental degradation
factors, such as floods, rising sea levels, and global warming. Availability of reliable and
updated climate data trends is thus a prerequisite to forge sound policies that can reduce
implications of environmental degradation upon human lives.

Section 2 of the paper describes the study area and data used, which is followed by
Section 3 that explains the methodology used. Section 4 presents the results, and lastly,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Study Area and Data
2.1. Study Area

The area under study is approximately 100,845 km2, which comprises two basins
of Pakistan’s rivers, namely the Jhelum and Chenab. The altitude from the mean sea
level varies between 146 and 6915 m. Figure 1 presents the digital elevation model and
geographic location of the study area. The precipitation gauging stations and the points on
which gridded data have been sampled is also shown in Figure 1. The westerly aggravations
and the southwest monsoon are the major cause of 60% and 40% of the annual precipitation,
respectively [16]. The variable climatic conditions depend upon the atmospheric circulation
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patterns, advected moisture, and a considerable range of variations in topography. The
depleting water resources and recurrence of extreme events due to high hydro-climatic
variability in the region have made it an important research arena.

Figure 1. Study Area Digital Elevation Model (DEM) also presents the observed gauging station and
Grid stations in the study area.

2.2. Climatology

The westerly aggravations and the southwest monsoon are the major cause of 60% and
40% of the annual precipitation, respectively [16]. The variable climatic conditions depend
upon the atmospheric circulation patterns, advected moisture, and a considerable range of
variations in topography. The depleting water resources and recurrence of extreme events
due to high hydro-climatic variability in the region have made it an important research
arena. Seasonal precipitation in Pakistan is affected by weather systems of three types: the
monsoon depressions originating from the Bay of Bengal cause summer precipitation [34],
western disturbances emanate from the Mediterranean Sea are reasons for the winter
precipitation [35], and tropical cyclones from the Arabian Sea in spring and fall [36].
In Pakistan, the monsoon season lasts from June to September, with the post-monsoon
season lasting from October to November [37]. On examining the mean monthly historical
precipitation in Jhelum and Chenab river basins [38–40], the seasons have been defined
in the present study. The seasons are warm wet (July, August, and September) Cold Dry
(October, November, and December), cold wet (January, February, and March), and warm
dry (April, May, and June).

For warm wet season, the average total seasonal precipitation based on APHRODITE
(1970–2004) varies from 140 mm to 230 mm in north and east of the study area, 440 mm to
1050 mm in the central region, and 160 mm to 230 mm in the southwest region.
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For the cold dry season, the precipitation varies between 8.93 mm and 120 mm,
minimum in southwest and maximum in north and east of the study area.

For the cold wet season, in the southwest region, it varies from 120 mm to 160 mm, in
the central region 230 mm to 340 mm, and in the north and northeast region 160 mm to
340 mm.

For the warm dry season, in the southwest region 100 mm to 140 mm, and the central
region 140 mm to 230 mm, and 140 mm to 250 mm in the north and southwest region.

2.3. APHRODITE Data

The trend of using the gridded climate data in the climate and hydrologic assess-
ment studies has been increasing due to its easy accessibility and reliability. A reliable
gridded data network of stations is required to divide the study area into the number of
homogeneous climatic zones. The reliability of the Asian Precipitation—Highly Resolved
Observational Data Integration Towards Evaluation of Water Resources (APHRODITE)
dataset has been advocated by many previous studies [41–43] and it is considered as
the best-gridded dataset available as of yet, for the high elevated mountainous areas of
Asia [44]. There are many other gridded datasets available as an open-source e.g., European
Reanalysis gridded dataset (ERA5) [45] and Global Meteorological forcing dataset for land
surface Modelling (GMFD) [46]. ERA5 is also famous for its good resolution and accuracy.
Our decision of using the APHRODITE product (V1101) [43] for the regionalization of the
study area, was based on the comparative analysis of these three datasets in a study by Nus-
rat et al. [25]. In this study, monthly precipitation data of APHRODITE, ERA5 and GMFD
were sampled at the 11 gauging stations, mentioned in Supplementary Materials Table S1.
All these gauging stations are situated at different elevations. The three datasets were
compared with the monthly observed precipitation data using the Kolmogorov Smirnov
Test and Pearson Correlation Coefficient test. The criteria of better performance were
based on a higher correlation coefficient and p-value of KS test more than 0.05 to reject
the alternative hypothesis of a dissimilar probability distribution. The results suggested
that the APHRODITE dataset is more reliable than the other two datasets at nearly all the
gauging stations at different altitudes.

2.4. NEX-GDDP-GCMs-CMIP5 Data

NASA Earth Exchange Global Daily Downscaled Projections (NEX-GDDP) dataset [47,48]
has been used in this study for the historical and projected climate data. The outputs of the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) were used by National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) to form NEX-GDDP. The list of 21 GCMs in the NEX-GDDP is
provided in Supplementary Materials Table S1.

However, the CMIP5 experiments were meant to address the questions raised in the
Assessment Report (AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel on climate change IPCC [49].
Therefore, when fine-scale modeling is required, the climate impact modeling and Local-
scale decision support system cannot rely on the coarser spatial resolution of CMIP5 GCMs.
The NEX-GDDP dataset of 21 GCMs is downscaled to a finer resolution of 0.25◦ and
bias-corrected using the bias-corrected spatial disaggregation method (BCSD) [47].

NEX-GDDP climate (maximum and minimum temperature and precipitation) datasets
for the baseline period (1950–2005) and projected period (2005–2099) are publicly available.
The projected data of CMIP5 GCMs have been bias-corrected and downscaled for the two
forcing scenarios of representative concentration pathways (RCPs), i.e., RCP 4.5 and RCP
8.5, which were employed by IPCC for the fifth assessment report (AR5) [49].

3. Methodology

In this study, the Python module of Scikit–learn [50] has been used, assimilating many
machine learning algorithms for supervised/unsupervised learning. The study area has
been divided into different climate zones, of homogeneous climate, for each season, i.e.,
warm wet (July, August, and September), cold dry (October, November, and December),
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cold wet (January, February, and March) and warm dry (April, May, and June), following
the methodology employed by [25].

With the help of Machine learning algorithms, large datasets of multivariate atmo-
spheric parameters can easily be assessed and analyzed for the pattern/distribution vari-
ability study and impact modeling. Each step of the framework developed in this study
has been translated into Python code. This framework of the study consists of three major
steps (1) GCMs selection; (2) Combining the GCMs; and (3) climate change projections and
trend detection. Figure 2 presents the flow chart of the methodology adopted in this study.
Further details of all steps are discussed in the subsequent sections.

Figure 2. Methodology Flow Chart.

3.1. Climate Zoning

The first pre-requisite step in this framework is regionalization based on the climate
of the region. Regionalization is the process of grouping the stations with homogeneous
climate statistics and demarcating them into specific climate zones. For this process,
long climate data records are required at various stations in the study area [51]. In the
present study, the daily precipitation dataset of APHRODITE of 35 years was used for
regionalization after its comparative performance evaluation with other gridded datasets.

There are various applications of regionalization of climate statistics e.g., in agri-
cultural practices, hydrological extremes forecasting, and basin management [52]. The
methods used to delineate climate regions are geographical convenience, subjective and
objective partitioning [53,54]. In all these methods multivariate analysis techniques such as
principal component analysis (PCA), correlation analysis, and clustering are widely used
to demarcate the regions of homogeneous climate [55,56]. The geographical convenience
method is an arbitrary and somewhat misleading approach based on the demarcation of
the administrative boundaries. The subjective and objective partitioning methods are based
on the demarcation of the region by grouping the meteorological sites having homoge-
neous climate statistics. The method employed for regionalization in the present study
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is agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) of the principal components (PCs) of the
precipitation data, at various stations of the region. Different Cluster validity indices were
used to validate the number of clusters. The whole framework of regionalization step by
step has been presented in the following sections.

3.1.1. Seasonal Data Resampling

The daily precipitation dataset of APHRODITE, at 138 Grid stations for the period
1975–2005, was sampled for hydrological seasons cycle: warm wet (July, August, and
September), cold dry (October, November, and December), cold wet (January, February,
and March) and warm dry (April, May, and June).

3.1.2. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

The objective was to decrease the dimensions of the large matrix of the dataset of
daily time series of 35 years for 138 grid stations. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
enabled us to reduce such a large matrix to a smaller sized matrix in addition to retaining
as much descriptive of the data as possible. According to PCA, the data are projected onto
different orthogonal axes which are called principal components. The symmetric covari-
ance matrix is developed through the dataset, and then through the linear transformation
technique principal components were identified. The eigenvectors depict the direction and
the eigenvalues represent the magnitude of the extent of the axis or principal components
representative of the data spread. The highly ranked principal components (PCs) which
explained maximum cumulative variance in the dataset were identified through the scree
plot and were used for the subsequent step. The component scores are derived by eigenvec-
tors and the eigenvalues for all the stations in each PC. These component scores represent
climate change patterns/signals in that specific site and may be considered an alternative
to the meteorological parameters, which are statistically independent [14,55]. The function
of scikit-learn [50] has been used to develop the code for the PCA.

3.1.3. Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC)

Through this step, we were able to identify the clusters or groups of sites having
similar climate signals. The climate change signals were estimated in the previous step of
PCA, in the form of component scores. The component scores of the leading PCs were used
in the clustering algorithm. The algorithm of Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering [57,58]
is an iterative process. It works on a bottom-up approach which starts from one point/self-
cluster. Then, the size of the cluster keeps on increasing through nearest points one by
one. In this way number of sequential combinations of clusters of the data points may
be obtained. The optimum number of clusters is based upon the Euclidian distance [59]
between the clusters. The dendrogram tree presents the meaningful information of different
clusters and the Euclidian distances between the clusters, which forms the basis of the
optimum number of clusters. The optimum number of clusters was determined with
the help of cluster validity indices. Maximum Euclidian distance corresponding to the
optimum number of clusters for each season was determined to truncate the dendrogram
obtained through agglomerative clustering. Then number and identity of stations in each
cluster were identified. The algorithm of scikit-learn [50] was used for agglomerative
hierarchical clustering. The literature regarding different clustering techniques can be
found in [14,60,61].

3.1.4. Formation of Climate Zones

There are different cluster validity tests, through which the number of clusters (NC)
is decided. In the present study, the silhouette score (S) [62] (described in Section 3.1.5)
was used to determine the optimum number of clusters/groups of sites with statistically
similar climates. The number and identity of the stations in each cluster were determined
by truncating the dendrogram corresponding to Euclidian distance so that the estimated
optimum number of clusters could be produced.
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Different clusters of stations are plotted in the map of the study area in ArcGIS
Tool (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, CA, USA). To enable a clearer
presentation, regions are demarcated with the visible boundaries representing the climate
zone. The reference station in each climate zone was selected based on the average climate
signals of all the grid stations in the respective zone. The climate of the reference station is
considered representative of the climate of the respective zone.

3.1.5. Silhouette Score

The Silhouette score [62] is calculated as the average of the Euclidian distances between
the clusters. The number of clusters with maximum Silhouette Score is considered optimum.
The Silhouette score (S) can be calculated as

S =
1

NC ∑
i

1
ni

∑
r∈Ci

b(r)− a(r)
max[b(r), a(r)]

(1)

and

a(r) =
1

ni − 1 ∑ s∈Ci , s 6= rd(r, s), b(r) = minj,j 6=i

[
1
nj

∑ y∈Cj d(r, s)]

]
(2)

where NC is the symbol of the number of clusters; the ith cluster is represented by Ci
symbol for the number of objects in Ci is ni; the center of Ci is denoted by ci; and distance
between r and s is denoted by d(r,s) [62].

3.2. GCM Selection in Climate Zones

The climate forcing scenarios, as four Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs),
have been used for AR5 by IPCC. These RCPs are RCP 2.6, a mitigation scenario; RCP4.5
and RCP6.0, scenarios of medium stabilization, and RCP8.5, high baseline emissions
scenario [63]. We used RCP 4.5 and 8.5 future scenarios to cover the wide range of green-
house gas emissions assumed in these scenarios. The projected daily precipitation data
(2005–2099) of the selected GCMs in each climate were sampled for these forcing scenarios
and combined with the mean and median for the projected climate trends. The selection
of GCMs out of 21 CMIP5 GCMs was done using the daily precipitation data of historical
(1971–2005) and projected period (2005–2099) at every reference station. We have illustrated
the method using the example of GCMs selection in the ninth climate zone of the cold dry
season for RCP 8.5. The climate zones for the cold dry season have been shown in Figure 3a,
highlighting the ninth climate zone in the study area. The steps are as follows:

1. For the projected period, the precipitation data were sampled for two forcing scenarios,
RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5. The set of GCMs was selected using each of the forcing scenarios
separately. It means that each climate zone would have two sets of selected GCMs,
each corresponding to one forcing scenario. The idea was to incorporate every possible
spread and diversity of climate signals to select GCMs, which is the basis of the
envelope-based selection approach.

2. After combining the data of 21 GCMs for the historical and projected periods for RCP
4.5 and RCP 8.5 for all the reference stations, Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
was performed on 21 GCMs data at each of the reference stations. The objective was
to reduce the dimensions of the large matrix of the daily time series of 129 years (base
period: 1971–2004 and projected period: 2005–2099) for the reference stations in each
of the climate zone of every season. In addition, to retain as much descriptive of the
data as possible, PCA enabled us to reduce such a large matrix into a smaller-sized
matrix. The Principal Components (PCs) were obtained using the data of 21 GCMs
at each of the reference stations. The highly ranked PCs which explained maximum
cumulative variance in the dataset were identified through the scree plot. The compo-
nent scores are derived by eigenvectors and the eigenvalues for all the GCMs in each
PC. These component scores represent climate change patterns/signals in that specific
site and may be considered an alternative to the meteorological parameters, which are
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statistically independent [14,55]. Figure 3b,c are the scree plot showing the percentage
of explained variance by individual GCM and the line plot representing the cumu-
lative percentage of explained variance, respectively. The variance explained by the
individual PCs as shown in Figure 3b ranges between 4 and 6%, which means that all
the PCs are equally important in deciding the hierarchy of the clusters of the GCMs
for this zone 9 of the cold dry season. The gradient of the line plot in Figure 3c depicts
that 18 PCs have explained the cumulative variance of 90%. All principal components
have been included for the agglomerative hierarchical clustering to accommodate the
maximum variance of the data. Figure 3d presents the scatter of the component scores
of all the GCMs for the first two PCs, which cumulatively explained 19% variance in
the data at the reference station of climate zone 9. The dendrogram tree is presented
in Figure 3e, which presents the agglomerative hierarchical clustering of the GCMs
for this climate zone.

Figure 3. Climate zones for the season cold dry and indication of the zone 9 which is considered for
illustration (a) orientation of Zone 9 in study area (stations with similar climate have been given same
colored marker in first map) (b) cumulative percentage of explained variance by each PCs (c) scatter
plot of PC1 and PC2 (d) scree plot showing the percentage of explained variance by individual PCs
(e) dendrogram tree with cut off bar in red.

1. The climate signals in the form of component scores were obtained for the PCs, which
cumulatively explained 90% of the data variance. These component scores were then
used in the Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering (AHC) of the GCM. AHC would
result in the clusters of GCMs having similar descriptive statistics. Through this step,
we were able to identify the clusters or groups of GCMs having similar climate signals.
The method has been described in Section 3.1.2; the clustering of GCMs has been
illustrated with the help of a dendrogram tree of GCMs shown in Figure 3e for the
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climate zone 9 of the cold dry season. The optimum number of clusters is based upon
the Euclidian distance [59] between the clusters. The dendrogram tree presents the
meaningful information of different clusters and the Euclidian distances between
the clusters.

2. The optimum number of clusters was determined with the help of a cluster validity
index called the silhouette score (described in Section 3.1.5). The silhouette scores for
different numbers of clusters have been shown in Table 1 for the climate zone 9 of the
cold dry season. Two clusters are optimum for this case, as they produce the highest
silhouette score. Euclidian distance of 120 has been evaluated, corresponding to the
optimum number of clusters. The dendrogram tree was then truncated at a value of
120 Euclidian distance, as shown in Figure 3e, to obtain the number and identity of
GCMs in each cluster.

GCMs presenting the extreme climate signals, in the form of a component score, were
selected in each cluster in each climate zone [18].

Figure 4 illustrates the two clusters of GCMs for climate zone 9 of the cold dry season.
Cluster 1 has 19 GCMs as shown in Figure 4a, and Cluster 2 has 2 GCMs as shown in
Figure 4b. MIROC5 and MIROC-ESM are selected in cluster 1 and CNRM5 is selected
in cluster 2, as they are presenting the extreme climate signals in the form of component
scores.

Figure 4. Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering of GCMs at climate Zone 9 (a) cluster 1 with
19 GCMs and component scores (b) cluster 2 with 2 GCMs and respective component score.
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Table 1. Silhouette score corresponding to the different number of clusters of GCMs at the reference
station of Climate Zone 9 of Cold Dry Season. The highlighted cells are the optimum number of
clusters and maximum Silhouette Score.

Number of Clusters Silhouette Score Number of Clusters Silhouette Score
2 0.0279 6 0.0056
3 0.0249 7 0.0028

4 0.0184 8 0.0033

5 0.0171 9 0.0032

3.3. Combining GCMs and Data Sampling

Multimodel combination is a practical methodology, which is employed by the climate
research community to incorporate all the model outputs (historical or projections) for the
climate impact modeling to reduce the uncertainty that may originate by the use of a single
model [17,64]. The approaches which are generally used to combine the models are equally
weighted mean and optimum weighted mean [65], and median. In this study, two methods
have been used for combining the data of the selected GCMs at each zone. The one is taking
the mean and the second is the median of the data of the selected GCMs in a climate zone.

3.4. Climate Change Trends Projections

Mann–Kendall (MK) test was used to detect the trend of the precipitation change in
the study for the four seasons for the century. The study period has been divided into
three parts to visualize the results every three decades. The magnitudes of the trends
were determined through Sen’s slope. MK Test and Sen’s slope test have been described
as follows.

3.4.1. Mann-Kendall Test (MK Test)

The MK test [66] is used to statistically detect monotonic increasing or decreasing
trends. In this study, the MK test has been used to detect the seasonal precipitation
trend for the projected period to detect statistically significant trends in the chronological
precipitation data. In this non-parametric distribution test, “No trend” is assumed in
the Null Hypothesis (Ho) and vice versa. Equations (3)–(5) are used to calculate the test
statistics Z. Equation (6) presents the test statistics.

T =
n−1

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=i+1

sig
(

Dj − Di
)

(3)

sgn
(

Dj − Di
)
=


+1 i f

(
Dj − Di

)
> 0

0 i f
(

Dj − Di
)
= 0

−1 i f
(

Dj − Di
)
< 0

(4)

σ(T) =
1

18

[
n(n− 1)(2n + 5)−

q

∑
p=1

tp
(
tp − 1

)(
2tp + 5

)]
(5)

Z =


T−1√
σ (T)

i f T > 0

0 i f T = 0
T−1√
σ (T)

i f T < 0
(6)

where Di and Dj are the ith and jth observations in the time series in chronological or-
der; the length of data is n; tp is the total number of data points in pth tied group, and
the total number of tied groups is q; σ represents the variance. The negative Z value
denotes the downward trend and vice versa. The Null Hypothesis of “No trend” is rejected,
|Z| > Z1−α/2 indicates a statistically significant trend. The critical value Z1−α/2 corre-
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sponds to p-value 0.05. This trend has been detected at 138 stations in a region for each
scenario.

3.4.2. Sen’s Slope Evaluation

The magnitude/slopes of the trends in the data were obtained using Sen’s method [67].
Sen’s slope is the median value in the set of linear slopes in the data. Sen’s slope is estimated
through the following Equation (7).

Ti =
Dj − Dk

j− k
for (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n), (7)

where the slope is denoted by Ti, Dj and Dk are the values at time steps j and k, respectively,
and n is the total number of the data points number.

4. Results and Discussion

This section presents the results of each step of the study methodology. Section 4.1
shows the results of GCM selection. In Section 4.2, the significance of precipitation trends
and magnitude are presented.

4.1. Formation of Climate Zones

The two major steps involved in the regionalization of the study are (1) Principal Com-
ponent analysis and (2) Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering. Climate change patterns
have been visualized through the application of PCA on the historical daily precipitation
data (1971–2005) of 138 stations for every season. Then the clusters of sites/stations present-
ing similar climate signals were identified through agglomerative hierarchical clustering,
the results of each step of the clustering procedure are presented as follows.

4.1.1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

After execution, 20 significant principal components were identified which explained
the cumulative variance of 95% of the data for each season in the study area. The cumulative
variance by five, ten, fifteen, and twenty principal components have been shown in Table 2.
According to these plots, approximately the first 20 PCs explained 94–95% of the variance
in every season. These 20 PCs were engaged for the agglomerative cluster analysis in the
next step of regionalization. The component scores were obtained for each PC at every
station. These component scores represent the climate signals generated at the respective
station. The climate signals of the first two leading principal components in the study area
have been visualized for each season in Figure 5.

In the warm wet season, the first two principal components explained a cumulative
variance of 44.8%. In cold dry, cold wet, and warm dry seasons, the cumulative variance
of 41.2%, 45.7%, and 41.5%, respectively, were explained. The higher negative or positive
signals/component scores correspond to high variability in the precipitation data and the
lower signals depict the low variability. The percentage variance explained by each PC in
different seasons has been mentioned in each panel of Figure 5. In the southwest of the
region, the high negative climate signals were obtained in the cold wet and warm dry season
but low negative signals were obtained in the warm wet and cold dry season, for the first
principal component. For the second principal component, low negative component scores
were obtained in all the seasons in the southwest of the region. In the north, according
to the first Principal component, the positive medium to high component scores were
obtained in cold dry, cold wet, and warm dry season, and negative high component scores
were obtained in the warm wet season. Low negative climate signals in the northern region
were obtained in all the seasons for the second-highest leading Principal Component. In the
southeast of the region, highest spatial heterogeneity in climate signals has been observed,
as positive highest component scores were obtained for the warm wet, cold wet, and warm
dry season in the second principal component. The heterogeneity of the component scores,
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depicting the variability of the climate in the region, forms the basis of the clustering of
the sites.

Table 2. Cumulative percentage of explained variance of Principal Components.

Season 5 PCs 10 PCs 15PCs 20 PCs

Warm Wet 78 88 93 95
Cold Dry 77 87 91 94
Cold Wet 77 88 92 95

Warm Dry 77 86 92 95

Figure 5. The spatial distribution of the component scores for the first two principal components
(PC), percentage variance explained by the PCs are written in each panel (a) warm-wet (PC1), (b) cold
dry (PC1), (c) cold wet (PC1), (d) warm dry (PC1), (e) warm wet (PC2), (f) cold dry (PC2), (g) cold
wet (PC2) and (h) warm dry (PC2) seasons.

4.1.2. Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC)

The clustering of the component scores of 138 stations for the first 20 leading PCs was
done using Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering. The number of optimum clusters was
determined through a cluster validity test of silhouette score. The optimum clustering based
on the silhouette score is decided corresponding to the highest score. The test suggested
that the climate signals corresponding to the stations be optimally clustered into 17, 11, 10,
and 14 for the warm wet, cold dry, cold wet seasons, and warm dry, respectively.

The maximum Euclidian distances were determined as 98, 95, 120, and 110, corre-
sponding to the optimal number of clusters of 17, 11, 10, 14 for warm wet, cold dry, cold
wet, and warm dry seasons, respectively. The dendrogram trees, as shown in Figure 6,
were obtained through AHC. These trees were truncated at maximum Euclidian distances
of 98, 95, 120, and 110 to obtain the optimum number of clusters and the station points in
every cluster. The truncation bar in each season is also shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Dendrogram trees presenting the number of stations in each cluster (in Bracket) and cut-off
bars corresponding to the optimum Euclidean distance, based on the Silhouette Score for climate
zoning for: (a) warm wet, (b) cold dry, (c) cold wet, and (d) warm dry seasons.

4.1.3. Climate Zones and Reference Site

All the clusters of stations were plotted on the map of the study area. Each cluster of
stations having a homogeneous climate has been given a different color to differentiate
them. For clear presentation, the cluster boundaries are made to demarcate the region into
several climate zones. The transformation of the clusters of stations to the climate zones for
each season has been presented in Figure 7.

After merging the outliers with the nearest clusters, the river basins are apportioned
into 12, 9, 9, and 10 clusters for the warm wet, cold dry, cold wet, and warm dry seasons,
respectively. The sites/station, which represented approximately the average of the climate
signals of the stations in the cluster, has been termed as a reference station. These reference
stations were identified in every cluster/climate zone of all the seasons.
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Figure 7. The transition of clusters into Climate zones in the study area in the (a) warm wet, (b) cold
dry, (c) cold wet, and (d) warm dry seasons.

4.2. GCM Selection

The GCMs were selected in every climate zone in every season based on the envelope-
based approach. For the study area, selected GCMs using base period data (1971–2004) and
projected data of RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 of 21 GCMs in different climate zones and seasons
have been presented in Tables S2 and S3, respectively (in Supplementary Materials).

4.3. Seasonal Precipitation Trend Projection

Although some studies have evaluated climatic variability and its implications on
the hydrological regime of the Jhelum and Chenab River basins, there is no clear agree-
ment among them regarding climate change trends projections and their effects on the
hydrological regime, specifically for the next century [16,68–70].

The seasonal trends of precipitation were evaluated for the projected data for two
forcing scenarios of RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 and two combinations (mean and median) of the
Ensemble members’ data. The trends and slopes have been assessed for consecutive three
decadal projected periods, i.e., 2005–2040, 2041–2070, and 2071–2099 as well as the whole
projected period of 2005–2099. The results show that the trends were statistically non-
significant in most of the parts of the study area when the analyses were performed for the
3-decadal period. Whereas the trends were significant when the whole projected period was
used in the analyses. Figures 8 and 9 present the trend analyses for the period 2005–2099
for the two ensemble combination of MME-mean and MME-median, respectively.

The spatial distributions of the significance of the trends and the slopes have been
presented in Figures S1–S4 (in Supplementary Materials). MK Test p-value has been mapped
spatially for a region, and the green shades depict that the trend is significant for α ≤ 0.05.
When the p-value is greater than 0.05, the trend is non-significant. p-value equals unity, and
depicts no trend.
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Figure 8. Mann Kendall trend detection and Sen’s slope results for MME-Mean using RCP 4.5 and
RCP 8.5 for analysis period (2005–2099) (a) Warm Wet (b) Cold Dry (c) Cold Wet (d) Warm Dry.

4.3.1. For 2005–2040

The data for the scenarios MME-mean and median of RCP 4.5, projected the significant
increasing trends of 5–6 mm/year and 4–5 mm/year, respectively, in the warm dry season
in the central part of the study area. For MME mean and median RCP 8.5, some traces
of significant trends have been observed in the central part for cold dry season with
magnitude ranges from 4 to 5 mm/year and 2 to 3 mm/year, respectively. In the north of
the area, the data of MME-mean RCP 8.5 have projected significant positive trends of range
4–5 mm/year in east of the area.

4.3.2. For 2041–2070

The data of MME-mean RCP 8.5 have projected traces of significant decreasing trends
in the warm wet season of magnitude ranging from 3 to 5 mm/year in the central part
and positive significant trends ranging from 5 to 6 mm/year in the cold dry season in east.
Some traces of increasing trends of magnitude 5–6 mm/year have been projected in the
east of the study area for the cold dry season.

The data of MME-median RCP 8.5 have projected decreasing trends of 1–2 mm/year
in east of the area for the cold dry season and increasing trends of 5–6 mm/year in the
southwest for the warm dry season.
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4.3.3. For 2071–2099

MME-mean and median RCP 4.5 have projected increasing trends for the warm dry
season in the southeast and cold dry season in the west, respectively, with magnitude varies
from 2–3 mm/year.

Figure 9. Mann Kendall trend detection and Sen’s slope results for MME-Median using RCP 4.5 and
RCP 8.5 for analysis period (2005–2099) (a) Warm Wet (b) Cold Dry (c) Cold Wet (d) Warm Dry.

4.3.4. For 2005–2099

For MME-mean RCP 4.5 (refer to Figure 8), the significant decreasing trends have
been projected in the whole study area for the warm wet season with magnitude varying
between 1.85 and 4.9 mm/year in the central and north, 0.6–1.2 mm/year in southeast and
southwest. In the cold dry season, the significant increasing trends range between 0.04 and
1.2 mm/year have been projected in central, north, east, and southeast. In the cold wet
season, significant increasing trends have been projected in the north of the region with
magnitude varying between 0.8 and 1.22 mm/year. Significant increasing trends have been
noticed in warm dry in nearly all parts of the area except north, with magnitude varies
between 0.81 and 3.27 mm/year.

For MME-mean RCP 8.5, significant increasing trends have been projected in the
study area for cold dry and warm dry seasons with magnitude varying between 0.2 and
1.2 mm/year and 0.5–3.27 mm/year, respectively. Significant increasing trends have been
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projected in the north and southeast for the cold wet season with magnitudes varying
between 0.5 and 1.63 mm/year.

For MME-median RCP 4.5 (refer to Figure 9), significant decreasing trends have been
projected in the warm wet season in the north and central parts with magnitudes varying
between 1.23 and 2.47 mm/year. For the cold dry season, significant positive trends
have been projected in the east with magnitude ranges between 0.81 and 1.22 mm/year.
Significant positive trends have been projected in nearly all of the study areas for the warm
dry season with a magnitude that varies between 0.5 and 1.63 mm/year.

For MME-median RCP 8.5, significant increasing trends have been projected in cold
dry in north and east and warm dry season in nearly all the area with magnitude varying
between 0.5 and 1.22 mm/year.

5. Conclusions

There is currently no consensus on widely agreed criteria and approaches for GCM
selection in previous research [71,72]. Studies continue to explore ways, be it statistical or
dynamic, to minimize the uncertainty in the climate change projections [25]. To minimize
uncertainty associated with the GCMs suitability across various regions with heterogeneous
climates, this research proposed a novel method for the selection of GCMs in homogeneous
climate zones based on daily seasonal precipitation statistics. These statistics are reflected
by the reanalysis gridded data series spanning throughout 1970–2005 for the Jhelum and
Chenab River basins. The GCMs were selected by agglomerative hierarchical clustering
of PCs obtained through the data spanning over the baseline period of 1970–2005 and
the projected data for two forcing scenarios spanning between 2005 and 2099. The PCs
represented the climate variability signals produced by various GCMs’ data in the specific
climate zone. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering of these climate signals produced
the clusters of GCMs having the homogeneous variability of climate signals. The GCMs,
producing the extreme climate signals in every cluster, were selected for the specific climate
zone and season, thus fulfilling the criteria of envelope-based selection.

We sampled the daily precipitation data for the projected period using the selected
GCMs for the two radiative forcing scenarios of RCP 4.5 and 8.5 and combining the data as
mean and the median at every grid point, to detect the trends in the precipitation variability,
in the Jhelum and Chenab River basins for the period spanning 2005 to 2099.

The machine learning algorithms modules of the Scikit-learn library of Python were
used to develop a program for GCM selection, Data sampling, and trend detection. The
program can be used to augment the decision support system for water resource manage-
ment, even with the data of the new versions of the GCMs. However, the assessment of
the future projections derived from the GCMs outputs are based on the forcing scenarios,
which are unknown in the future, thus are fundamentally uncertain. So, it is important to
understand the uncertainty associated with the GCMs’ outputs to use such simulations for
the climate change impact assessment [73–76]. The following conclusions can be drawn
from the results presented in the study:

(1) The high variability in the climate in Pakistan poses a major challenge to the scientific
community to project the plausible trends in climate, specifically precipitation change,
which is considered to be the basic representative of climate and covariates. It was
intended to select the suitable GCMs across the multiple homogeneous climate zones,
which are representative of spatiotemporal variability of the climate in a region. The
conventional method of using the spatiotemporal area average [13,31,77] of the climate
data or various spatial metrics after analyzing the individual grid point data [66,78,79]
is very common among the climate research community. However, the selected GCMs,
through these methods, may not represent variability and range of climate signals in
the region having spatially heterogeneous climate statistics, which poses uncertainty
in projecting the climate data using these GCMs. Therefore, the entire study area was
divided into 12, 9, 9, and 10 homogeneous precipitation regions for the warm wet,
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cold dry, cold wet, and warm dry season, respectively. The selection of GCMs was
made in each homogeneous climate zone.

(2) The precipitation trends were projected using the selected GCMs data on two forcing
scenarios, RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5, and two ensemble combinations; mean and median,
thus making the total of four scenarios (RCP 4.5 Mean, RCP 4.5 Median, RCP 8.5 Mean,
and RCP 8.5 Median). The trends projected using these scenarios provide the details
of the range of trend variability of climate change in the region, with the knowledge
of maximum increasing and decreasing trend quantification in the region seasonally,
which is the purpose of envelope-based selection of GCMs.

Statistically significant trends were projected when the analyses were performed using
the study period of 2005–2099. Significant negative trends were projected in the warm wet
season and significant positive trends were projected in warm dry seasons for RCP 4.5.
For RCP 8.5, statistically significant positive trends were projected in cold dry and warm
dry seasons. The high evaporation and convection rate over the agro-economic zones is
anticipated to be the cause of increasing trends in high emission scenarios.

Further research avenues that can be explored include a redefinition of the homo-
geneous climate zones based on GCMs’ output and selection of GCMs based on spatial
coherence of these climate regions with the regions derived through observed or high-
resolution reanalysis data.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/atmos13020190/s1. Table S1. Comparative analysis of APHRODITE
and ERA5 monthly dataset. Pearson correlation coefficients and Kolmogorov Smirnov Test results
(KS Test). (The shaded p-values are >0.05, depicting the null hypothesis of similar distribution, is not
rejected). Table S2. Descriptions of the general circulation models (GCMs) used in the study. Table
S2. Selected GCMs using RCP 4.5 and climate Zones for seasons warm wet cold dry cold wet and
warm dry. Table S3: Selected GCMs using RCP 8.5 scenarios for seasons Warm Wet, Cold Dry, Cold
Wet and Warm Dry. Figure S1. Mann Kendall trend detection and Sen’s slope results for MME-Mean
using RCP 4.5 (a) Warm Wet (b) Cold Dry (c) Cold Wet (d) Warm Dry. Figure S2. Mann Kendall trend
detection and Sen’s Slope results for MME-Median using RCP 4.5 (a) Warm Wet (b) Cold Dry (c) Cold
Wet (d) Warm Dry. Figure S3. Mann Kendall trend detection and Sen’s slope results for MME-Mean
using RCP 8.5 (a) Warm Wet (b) Cold Dry (c) Cold Wet (d) Warm Dry. Figure S4. Mann Kendall trend
detection and Sen’s slope results for MME-Median using RCP 8.5 (a) Warm Wet (b) Cold Dry (c) Cold
Wet (d) Warm Dry.
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